2" RIGID INSULATION

NOTE:
TOP LAYER OF JOINT REINFORCEMENT TIES SHALL BE WITHIN 12" OF TOP OF MASONRY

PLYWOOD SHEATHING
TOP & BOTTOM
WOOD NAILER W/ EXPANSION ANCHORS
ADHERED ROOF MEMBRANE TO TOP OF CMU

SLOPE TO ROOF

1"-4" (NOM.)

WOOD NAILER W/ EXPANSION ANCHORS
ADHERED ROOF MEMBRANE TO TOP OF CMU

SLOPING METAL COPING W/ CONTINUOUS CLEAT @ BOTH SIDES

SEALANT

GROUT PARAPET SOLID (AS A COMPONENT OF THE AIR BARRIER SYSTEM)

4" BRICK (CLAY) VENEER

2" (MIN. R-10) RIGID INSULATION

TOP OF BOND BEAM

8" CMU BOND BEAM W/ REINFORCING BAR

LADDER TYPE HORIZONTAL JOINT REINFORC @ 16" O.C.
V.U.M.D. W/ ADJUSTABLE VENEER TIES

FILL JOIST FENESTRATION SOLID, FLUSH WITH WALL PRIOR TO PAINTING

8" CMU BACK-UP, PAINT CMU UP TO METAL DECK
(SEE SHEET A-12 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION)

The decision to utilize this information is not within the purview of the MWM, and persons making use of this information do so at their own risk. MWM makes no representation or warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy or suitability of this information. MWM and its members disclaim liability for damages of any kind, including any special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages, which may result from the use of this information. This information is not to be interpreted as indicating compliance with, or waiver of, any provision of any applicable building code, ordinance, standard or law.